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The designer
Expectation, elegance, longevity are the key words which describe
the career of Marie Christine Dorner.
Each project is the opportunity to tell a story, which she transcribes
with rare elegance and a keen sense of her surroundings. The singularity
of Marie Christine Dorner’s work rests in the rigour of her research
into materials, the clarity of her discourse and her sophisticated
implementation. The object becomes a jewel, whether in gold or
bamboo.
Many brands have benefited from her expertise: Ligne Roset, Baccarat,
Bernardaud, Saint-Louis, Idée, Montis, Zeus, in terms of both furniture

and objects; then there are the French ambassadors’’ residencies
abroad, the Presidential podium for the 14th July celebrations (which
she designed in 1990 and which ahs been used 23 times since then).
Whether in private or public commissions or in her personal research
such as the emblematic ‘Une Forme, One Shape’ series, Marie Christine
Dorner speaks a unique language where expertise and economy of
means become a remarkable luxury.
The recipient of the Grand Prix du design de la Ville de Paris in 1995,
she was accorded the title, ‘Chevalier de l’ordre des Arts et Lettres’ in
2012.

Concept
A repetition of uprights and shelves, becoming smaller from left to right
and from bottom to top, the volume of this shelving unit appears to
reduce as if disappearing towards the ceiling. This effect creates a range
of unexpected, interesting storage possibilities.
Two shelving units placed back to back created a double-sided unit

which is both useful and fairly rare, thus giving rhythm to a space.
In this configuration, the back panel is partially reduced, with small
separation panels bringing both rhythm and rigidity whilst retaining
a degree of transparency.

Technical description
2 versions :
– Sides in plomb lacquer; shelves in smoked oak
– Sides in satin white lacquer; shelves in gloss white lacquer
Single shelving unit :
with full-height 1T back panel, located to the right or left as per
customer’s requirement. Back panel is lacquered to match sides.

Dimensions
Single shelving unit – W 120 D 37 H 216
Double-sided shelving unit – W 120 D 74 H 216
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Double-sided shelving unit : the link is at the top of the sides and
beneath the shelves. Partial back panels are lacquered to match sides.

